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ABSTRACT

Multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) has emerged as a promising ap-
proach for solving complex problems involving multi-agent collaboration or com-
petition. Recently, researchers have turned to imitation learning to avoid the ex-
plicit design of intricate reward functions in MARL. By formulating the prob-
lem as a distribution-matching task based on expert trajectories, imitation learn-
ing enables agents to continually approximate expert policies without requiring
manual reward engineering. However, classical multi-agent imitation learning
frameworks, such as MAGAIL, often treat individual agent’s distribution match-
ing independently, disregarding the intricate dependencies that arise from agent
cooperation. This neglect results in inaccurate estimations of action-value func-
tions, weak feedback from the discriminator, and a significant vanishing gradient
problem. This paper proposed a novel multi-agent joint distribution matching
framework based on the Transformer architecture. It explicitly models global
dependencies among agents within the generator and discriminator components
sequentially and autoregressively. We also theoretically prove the effectiveness of
this framework in enhancing reward variance and advantage gradient. Extensive
experiments demonstrated the remarkable performance improvements achieved
by our proposed method on various benchmarks.

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Reinforcement Learning (RL) has significantly advanced in continuous decision-
making tasks involving a single agent (Mnih et al., 2013; Schulman et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2021).
However, real-life applications necessitate collaboration or competition among multiple agents,
such as machine dexterity control (Chen et al., 2022), multi-UAV control (Yun et al., 2022), and
multiplayer games (Samvelyan et al., 2019). Consequently, Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning
(MARL) has garnered substantial attention. Nonetheless, a primary limitation of RL and MARL
lies in the intricate process of designing explicit reward functions for complex tasks (Russell, 1998;
Ng & Russell, 2000; Fu et al., 2017; Hadfield-Menell et al., 2017), which is essential for facilitating
robust online learning. Specifically, in multi-agent systems, establishing proper reward functions for
individual agents to induce desired behaviors presents a formidable challenge due to the interdepen-
dency of each agent’s objectives, mediated through unstructured implicit correlations (Song et al.,
2018; Wang et al., 2021).

Imitation learning (IL) (Hussein et al., 2017) offers a viable alternative for guiding agents without
explicit rewards by leveraging expert demonstrations capable of accomplishing the given task. This
approach treats the agent’s learning process as a distribution matching problem, intending to ap-
proximate the expert policy continuously (Hadfield-Menell et al., 2016). A prevalent method in IL
involves the utilization of a generative adversarial framework, which has demonstrated significant
advancements in most single-agent tasks (Ho & Ermon, 2016). Nonetheless, in multi-agent IL, a
substantial and fundamental hurdle arises in effectively modeling the dependencies among multiple
agents while providing individual reward functions that enable the decoupling of the global per-
spective (Wang et al., 2021). Acquiring proficient individual reward functions through the agent’s
independent state-action learning is feasible in single-agent settings. Conversely, in multi-agent set-
tings, it becomes imperative to establish a joint reward function distribution that accounts for the
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Figure 1: In a collaborative task involving two agents, labeled as i1 and i2, with action space {x, y}, i2’s policy
is strongly influenced by i1’s actions, leading to varying occupancy measures for i2. (a) Policy-Independent
Distribution Matching: When the agents act independently, imitation learning approximates their policy occu-
pancy measures separately. When i2’s policy varies with i1’s actions, distribution matching attempts to align
a new distribution with both individual distributions, potentially causing more significant errors and uniform
distributions. (b) Policy-Dependent (Joint) Distribution Matching: When agents are interdependent, imitation
learning considers i1’s actions when approximating i2’s distribution. It results in joint distributions linked to
other agents’ actions, reducing errors and identifying advantageous actions.

interdependence among agents, thereby facilitating the modeling of collaborative behaviors and the
provision of precise individual reward functions (i.e., credit assignment).

However, previous studies in multi-agent imitation learning have predominantly formalized it as
a separate distribution matching problem concerning independent individual policies among the
agents (Song et al., 2018), as shown in Fig. (1). This formalization assumes that the agents make
independent decisions based on independent observations (i.e., mean-field factorization (Yang et al.,
2018) of the joint policy) (Zhan et al., 2019; Le et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2019). However, this perspec-
tive overlooks the agents’ intricate interdependencies and cooperative relationships. The absence
of these underlying correlations among the agents gives rise to specific challenges during training
within the generative adversarial framework (Wang et al., 2021). These challenges manifest as pro-
nounced imbalances in training speed between the generator and discriminator, leading to minimal
variations in rewards and the subsequent vanishing of policy gradients for the generator (Zhang
et al., 2022). The root cause of this issue stems from the fact that the discriminator independently
generates rewards for each agent. This independent reward generation introduces biases and delays
in the reward signal, thereby impeding satisfactory exploration efficiency in reinforcement learning
and impeding the training speed of the generator. Consequently, such circumstances often result in
the development of a well-trained discriminator alongside a poorly performing generator suffering
from the problem of gradient vanishing.

In order to tackle the challenges above, the key is to model the dependence structure among mul-
tiple agents. Recent studies conducted by Tian et al. (2019) and Liu et al. (2020) propose using
opponent modeling to achieve pertinent policies. Nonetheless, this approach incurs unnecessary
modeling expenses and redundancy, while still needing coordination during execution. Motivated
by the successful application of the Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) architecture in reinforcement
learning (Chen et al., 2021; Wen et al., 2022), we advocate for the comprehensive utilization of the
powerful sequence modeling capabilities offered by the Transformer in the context of multi-agent
imitation learning and propose MILD2, intending to capture the interdependencies among multi-
ple agents. By employing a Transformer-based framework for multi-agent imitation learning, we
can accurately approximate the global distribution of rewards among the agents, amplify the reward
variance and advantage during model training, and mitigate convergence issues arising from notable
disparities in learning speeds between the generator and discriminator within multi-agent tasks. The
contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: First, we reveal the need for more complex
dependency modeling in traditional independent multi-agent imitation learning frameworks, leading
to insignificant reward and advantage variances and hindering model convergence. Secondly, from
the perspective of enhancing advantage variances, we provide theoretical evidence that the joint re-
ward and policy distribution matching architecture with complex dependency modeling is generally
superior to the traditional individual discriminator and generator of independent agents. Thirdly,
based on the joint distribution matching framework proposed above, we innovatively construct a
sequential modeling generator and discriminator based on the Transformer architecture. Finally, ex-
periments on three cooperative benchmarks demonstrated that our method outperformed baselines
regarding convergence and accumulated rewards, while exhibiting good stability.
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2 BACKGROUND & PRELIMINARIES

This section describes the problem setup and notations for MARL, imitation learning, and Trans-
former models.

2.1 MARKOV GAMES

Cooperative multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) problems are commonly formulated as
Markov games, which extend the framework of Markov decision processes (MDPs) (Littman, 1994).
A Markov game forN agents is defined by a tuple (N,S, {Ai}Ni=1, T , {Ri}Ni=1, γ), where S denotes
the set of states and {Ai}Ni=1 represents N sets of actions. The transition function T : S × A1 ×
. . . × AN → P (S) describes the state transition process, where P (S) is the set of probability
distributions over S. Given that the system is in state st at timestep t, the agents jointly take actions
(a1, . . . , aN ), and the state transitions to st+1 with probability T (st+1|st, a1, . . . , aN ). The joint
policy πθ = [πθ1 , . . . , πθN ] represents the vector of individual agent policies. Occasionally, we may
omit the policy parameters θ for convenience. It is worth noting that each agent has access to the
complete state information. Let i1:N be a permutation of N agents. To refer to a subset of agents
from ik to ij (1 ≤ k ≤ j ≤ N), we employ the subscript notation k : j, such that πk:j denotes
the agent policies {πk, πk+1, . . . , πj}. Each agent i is associated with an individual reward function
Ri : S ×Ai× . . .×AN → R. The objective of each agent is to maximize its expected return, given
by Eπ [

∑∞
t=0 γ

trti ]. Here, rti denotes the reward received by agent i at timestep t, and the discount
factor γ ∈ [0, 1) determines how much future rewards are discounted. The task rewards given by
environments are identical across all agents in the cooperative tasks examined in this study.

2.2 DISTRIBUTION MATCHING FOR IMITATION LEARNING

Imitation learning is a problem scenario in which an agent aims to replicate trajectories {τ1, τ2, . . .}
that are demonstrated by an expert policy πE (Schaal, 1996; Hussein et al., 2017; Ho & Ermon,
2016). Each trajectory τ consists of state-action pairs {(s0, a0), (s1, a1), . . .}. Several approaches
have been proposed to tackle the imitation learning problem. Behavioral cloning employs supervised
learning to imitate expert demonstrations and learn the policy that maximizes the likelihood (Bain
& Sammut, 1995; Torabi et al., 2018; Fujimoto & Gu, 2021). Inverse reinforcement learning (IRL)
involves recovering a reward function, which can then be used to train an expert policy using rein-
forcement learning (Ng & Russell, 2000; Hadfield-Menell et al., 2016). In the context of IRL(πE),
the objective is to retrieve a reward function that optimizes the demonstrated trajectories by πE .
GAIL (Ho & Ermon, 2016) interprets the imitation learning problem as matching two occupancy
measures, i.e., the distribution over states and actions encountered when exploring the environment
with a policy. Formally, for a policy π, it is defined as ρπ(s, a) = π(a|s)

∑∞
t=0 γ

tP (st = s|π).
GAIL draws a connection between IRL and occupancy measure matching, showing that the former
is a dual of the latter:

IRLψ(πE) = argminπ∈Π −H(π) + ψ∗(ρπ − ρE), (1)

where ψ∗(x) = supy x
T y − ψ(y) is convex conjugate of ψ, which could be interpreted as a mea-

sure of similarity between the occupancy measures of expert policy and agent’s policy. Wang
et al. (2023) view multi-agent imitation learning as a distribution matching problem. They de-
fine the state-action visitation distribution of a joint policy π = [π1, . . . , πN ] as ρπ(s,a) :=

(1− γ)
∏N

i=1 π
i(ai|s)

∑∞
t=0 γ

tP (st = s|(π)). Therefore, distribution matching provides a solution
to the imitation learning problem. Guan et al. (2021) demonstrate that the GAIL algorithm con-
verges to the expert policy in the single-agent case using various policy gradient techniques (Guan
et al., 2021), including TRPO (Schulman et al., 2015). They introduce the GAIL problem as the
following min-max problem:

min
θ

max
ϕ

L(θ, ϕ) (2)

s. t. L(θ, ϕ) := V (πE , rϕ)− V (πθ, rϕ)− ψ(ϕ).

Here, V (π, r) = Es0∼ρ0
Eπ[

∑∞
t=0 γ

trt] represents the expected return starting from an initial state
according to policy π and using reward function r(s, a). In the multi-agent scenario, imitation
learning becomes more complex due to the involvement of multiple expert policies πE0

, . . . , πEN

in generating the expert trajectories (Song et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2023). Successful imitation in
this setting necessitates coordinating the policies of all N agents.
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This paper mainly focuses on the MARL problem and multi-agent adversarial generative-based
imitation learning frameworks, such as MAGAIL. In this paper, we write −ik:j to denote the set of
all agents excluding ik, . . . , ij . We define the multi-agent state-action value function for agents i1:k
as Q1:k

θ (s,a1:k), which is the expected total reward once agents i1:k have taken their actions. Note
that for k = 0, this becomes the state value function; for k = N , this is the usual state-action value
function. As such, we can define the multi-agent advantage function as A1:k

θ (s,a1:m,a1:k), (m ≤
k), which is the advantage of agents i1:k, playing a1:k, given a1:m.

2.3 THE TRANSFORMER MODEL

The Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017) is a neural network architecture widely used in var-
ious domains such as natural language processing, image processing, time-series forecasting, and
sequential decision-making (Chen et al., 2021; Janner et al., 2021; Wen et al., 2022), with impres-
sive performance. It excels in capturing long-term dependencies, parallel processing, and extracting
patterns from large datasets. Unlike RNNs and CNNs, it overcomes limitations in modeling long-
term dependencies and incorporating global contextual information. The self-attention mechanism,
a critical component, enables focusing on different positions in the input sequence and establish-
ing meaningful relationships between tokens or token pairs. The attention function, represented as
Attention(Q,K,V) = softmax

(
QKT

√
dk

)
V, utilizes trainable vectors of queries, keys, and val-

ues (Q, K, V) to compute attention weights. The dimensionality of Q and K is represented by
dk, and these vectors share the same self-attention parameters. The Transformer model follows an
encoder-decoder architecture. The encoder consists of stacked layers of self-attention networks and
feed-forward neural networks to enhance the representation of the input sequence, considering both
local and global dependencies. The decoder operates similarly, autoregressively generating output
tokens conditioned on the input sequence.

3 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

This section will discuss the main issues of imitation learning methods based on distributed match-
ing in multi-agent scenarios when using the independent framework. From the perspective of ad-
vantage variance, we attempt to explain the possible causes of gradient vanishing in multi-agent
generative adversarial algorithms represented by MAGAIL and propose the theoretical guarantee of
significantly improving performance through global dependency-enhanced discriminators.

3.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT

In the conventional single-agent GAIL framework, the generator competes with the discrimina-
tor, with the discriminator assigning rewards through a classification task, and the generator using
reinforcement learning, specifically policy gradients, to maximize these rewards. GAIL differs sig-
nificantly from GAN in generator optimization (Zhang et al., 2022). GAN relies on supervised
learning, while GAIL uses policy gradients. However, using policy gradients in GAIL leads to high
gradient estimation variance, slowing learning and creating an imbalance between the generator and
discriminator, affecting GAIL’s convergence (Baram et al., 2017).

MAGAIL (Song et al., 2018) extends GAIL to multi-agent cooperative tasks by matching individ-
ual policy and reward distributions, but it needs help with complex agent dependencies. This lack
of global dependencies results in low rewards and affects adversarial generation convergence. In
multi-agent settings, global dependency modeling for credit assignment and action generation faces
challenges due to collaborative interactions among multiple agents (Chang et al., 2003). This dif-
ficulty leads to two main training issues: (1) Due to difficulty in assessing agents’ contributions to
team success or failure, it is easy to introduce unwanted bias in reward acquisition. (2) Independent
policy/reward modeling significantly decelerates the training speed of the generator compared to the
discriminator in the estimation of the Multi-Agent Policy Gradient (MAPG) (Kuba et al., 2021).

3.2 LEARNING SPEED IMBALANCE PROBLEM

In multi-agent generative adversarial imitation learning, the issue of inadequate rewards for the
generator hinders its training. This problem occurs because the discriminator learns faster than
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the generator, leading to consistently low and similar rewards for the generator’s actions. To il-
lustrate this problem, consider the loss function of Multi-Agent Trust Region Policy Optimiza-
tion (MATRPO) (Li & He, 2020; Kuba et al., 2022). The loss function of MATRPO is J(θ) =

Es∼ρπold
,a∼πold

[ πθ(a|s)
πold(a|s))Aπold

(s,a))], where πold(a|s) denotes the sampling (behavior) joint pol-
icy, ρπold

denotes the distribution generated by πold. The gradient of J(θ) w.r.t θ is proportional to
Aπold

(s,a), i.e., the joint advantage function. In some cases, when an independent discriminator
assigns low rewards to the generator, the differences in rewards for joint actions by multiple agents
become insignificant. The discriminator categorizes all agent behaviors as non-expert, resulting in
low rewards for all agents, even if some perform well individually. Consequently, the advantage
function, which measures the advantages of joint agent actions, remains minimal, causing the joint
policy’s training to fall into the bottleneck.

3.3 REWARD VARIANCE ANALYSIS OF THE DISCRIMINATOR

The optimization process of RL algorithms typically depends on assessing the disparity between the
rewards the environment offers and the present value function. This disparity is commonly captured
by the advantage function in Actor-Critic algorithms (Konda & Tsitsiklis, 1999). In the majority of
multi-agent actor-critic algorithms (Li & He, 2020; Kuba et al., 2022), the joint advantage function
can be computed as Aπθ

(s,a) = r(s,a) + γVϕ(s
′) − Vϕ(s), where s′ is the next state, Vϕ is a

neural network parameterized by ϕ to approximate the individual value function of joint policy πθ.
The optimization objective of Vϕ is min

ϕ
[Rcdr(s,a)−Vϕ(s)]

2, where Rcdr(s,a) is the cumulative

discounted rewards provided by the discriminator in the multi-agent generative adversarial imitation
learning framework.
Theorem 1. Let Rcdr

ω be the cumulative discounted individual reward given by the discriminator
parameterized by w, and let Vϕ be the joint value function parameterized by ϕ. Let Dπ denote the
total data collected by π. Then increasing the joint advantage variance

∑N
k=1 Var[A

k
πθ
(s, ak)] of

multi-agent policy gradients is equivalent to solving a bi-level joint value loss optimization problem
that is related to the joint reward function and the joint value function:

max
w

N∑
k=1

E
s,ak∈Dπk [R

cdr
ω (s, ak)− Vϕ∗(s)]2, (3)

s. t. ϕ∗(s) = min
ϕ

N∑
k=1

E
s,ak∈Dπk [R

cdr
ω (s, ak)− Vϕ(s)]

2,

where Rcdr
ω (s, ak) = −

∑T
t=l γ

t−l(log σ(1 − Dω(st, a
k
t ))) denotes the individual reward function

for the agent ik, and σ denotes activation function (generally Sigmoid).

For proof see Appendix (B.2). According to Thm. (1), to enhance the variance of joint advantage,
the objective is to maximize the expected L2 norm of the discrepancy between the cumulative dis-
counted rewards the discriminator offers and the joint value function. The natural idea is to decouple
the joint reward function and train a discriminator with credit assignment capability, thus transform-
ing an independent reward function into a global joint one. Below, we present a theorem proving
that a global dependency-enhanced discriminator framework that offers a joint reward distribution
has a more significant advantage variance than the independent discriminator.
Lemma 2. (Multi-agent Advantage Decomposition (Kuba et al., 2021)). Let i1:N be a permutation
of N agents. For any state s ∈ S and joint actions a = a1:N ∈ A, the following equation holds
for any subset of N agents and any permutation of their labels: Ak+1,...,N

πθ
(s,a1:k,ak+1:N ) =∑N

j=k+1A
j
πθ
(s,a1:j−1, aj), where k = 0, . . . , N − 1.

Theorem 3. Let Ak
πθ
(s,a−k, ak) be the advantage function of agent ik with global dependency-

enhanced discriminator, and let Aπθ
(s,a) be the joint advantage function of all agents in inde-

pendent framework, global dependency-enhanced discriminator framework has a more significant
advantage variance compared to the independent framework:

N∑
k=1

Var
s,a−k∈Dπ−k

t

s,ak∈Dπk

t

[Akπθ
(s,a−k, ak)] ≥

N∑
k=1

Var
s,ak∈Dπ

t

[Akπθ
(s, ak)] (4)
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Figure 2: The Transformer-based architecture for our global dependency-enhanced discriminator. The encoder
processes all agents’ observations into a latent representation, which the decoder uses along with agent actions
to produce expert degree scores. L2 self-attention and spectral normalization ensure Lipschitz continuity.

For proof see Appendix (B.2). LetRcdr
w (s,a−k, ak) be the cumulative discounted reward of ik given

by the global dependency-enhanced discriminator parameterized by w. When optimal ϕ∗ help keep
the difference between Vπ(s) and Vϕ∗(s) at a minimal level, similar to Eq. (12), we also have

max
w

∞∑
t=0

γ2t |Dπ
t |

|Dπ|

N∑
k=1

Var
s,a−k∈Dπ−k

t

s,ak∈Dπk

t

[Akπθ
(s,a−k, ak)] ≈ max

w
E

s,a−k∈Dπ−k

t

s,ak∈Dπk

t

N∑
k=1

[Rcdrw (s,a−k, ak)− Vϕ∗
k
(s)]2.

(5)

The theorems above showcase that employing a global dependency-enhanced discriminator and gen-
erator to model joint reward/policy distribution matching, as opposed to the conventional indepen-
dent architecture, facilitates enhanced reward variance and advantage variance during the model’s
training. This approach effectively mitigates the concern of disparate training speeds between the
generator and discriminator to achieve better.

4 METHODOLOGY

This section introduces a Multi-agent generative adversarial Imitation Learning framework via
global Dependency-enhanced Distribution matching (MILD2), which focuses on modeling com-
plex agent dependency structure and collaborative behaviors sequentially autoregressively.

4.1 GLOBAL DEPENDENCY-ENHANCED DISCRIMINATOR

The reward function formula given in Eq. (5) indicates that the design of the discriminator should
consider global state and action information to establish a joint reward distribution with a global per-
spective. It is designed to avoid misallocating credit for individual discriminatory rewards, which
can mislead and delay the learning speed of the policy generator. Moreover, it addresses the chal-
lenges associated with low reward variance and policy gradient vanishing. The construction of the
joint reward distribution is precisely accomplished through the discriminator, denoted as Dw. In
evaluating the proficiency of agent ik’s actions, the discriminator not only takes into account the
global state s and the agent’s action ak, but also considers the actions a−k of other agents i−k at the
current time step. It enables the discriminator to capture the dependencies and collaborative relation-
ships among multiple intelligent agents. The marginal distribution of the joint reward distribution
corresponds to the individual reward function for each agent. A straightforward approach to meet
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the requirements above for discriminator design involves employing a multilayer perceptron (MLP)
that takes the joint actions of the global state and agents as input. However, this design encounters
two challenges: (1) It struggles to effectively capture the dynamic correlations among the actions of
intelligent agents, which in turn hampers credit assignment; (2) The high dimensionality of the state
and joint action inputs poses difficulties for discriminator learning. Considering the potential power
of sequence modeling in the multi-agent domain (Meng et al., 2023; Wen et al., 2022), we model
the global dependency structure among agents in a sequential autoregressive paradigm, and utilize
the Transformer model to construct the discriminator and achieve the objectives above.

Overall architecture of discriminator. The proposed transformer-based discriminator architecture
is illustrated in Fig. (2). It comprises an encoder and a decoder module. The encoder module em-
beds the agents’ observations, constructing a global state representation. It processes a sequence
of observations s = (o1, . . . , oN ) in arbitrary order through multiple computational blocks. Each
block consists of a self-attention mechanism, an MLP layer, and residual connections to mitigate the
issues of gradient vanishing and network degradation as the depth increases. The output encoding
of the observations, denoted as (ô1, . . . , ôN ), captures the information on the agents (i1, . . . , iN )
and the higher-level interrelationships that depict the agents’ interactions. On the other hand, the
decoder module evaluates the expertise level of all agents’ actions and generates individual rewards
accordingly. It focuses on the embedded joint action a1:N = (a1, . . . , aN ) and the embedded la-
tent state representation (ô1, . . . , ôN ) within a sequence of decoder blocks. Crucially, each decoder
block incorporates a self-attention mechanism for capturing global dependencies instead of using
masked self-attention. The decoding process concludes with an MLP layer and skipping connec-
tions. The output of the final decoder block consists of a sequence of logits (d1, . . . , dN ) repre-
senting the joint reward distribution. Moreover, the individual reward function can be calculated by
rkt (st,a

−k
t , akt ) = − log σ(dkt ), where σ is the activation function. This architecture draws inspi-

ration from the Multi-Agent Transformer (MAT) model (Wen et al., 2022), which first approached
MARL as a sequence modeling problem.

Optimization objective of discriminator. We train the discriminator according to Eq. (1), where the
measure of similarity ψ = W d

1 for occupancy measure (distribution) matching adopts Wasserstein
distance (Xiao et al., 2019). So the loss function of discriminator Ld =W 1

d (ρπ, ρE) is defined as:

Ld = sup
r:(S,A)−→R

N∑
k=1

( E
y∼ρ1:k

E

[r(y)]− E
x∼ρ1:k

π

[r(x)] + E
(x,y)∼ρ1:k

π ×ρ1:k
E

[Ωd,ε(r, x, y)]), (6)

where Ωd,ε(r, x, y) = − 1
4ε (r(y) − r(x) − d(x, y))2 regularizes the reward function in such a way

that it decreases the objective if rω(·) is not a Lipschitz (1) function.

As shown in previous works, Lipschitz continuity is crucial for Wasserstein loss in GANs (Arjovsky
et al., 2017; Xiao et al., 2019). Recent research found that transformer-based discriminators’ stan-
dard dot product self-attention layer may lack Lipschitz continuity, especially in discrete action
spaces. To address this, we use two regularization techniques in our discriminator (Lee et al., 2022).
For more information, refer to Appendix C.1.

4.2 SEQUENTIAL AUTOREGRESSIVE MODELING GENERATOR

Similar to the designed discriminator above, we must also address the challenge of modeling com-
plex dependencies among multiple agents for the generator (policy model). Agents often collaborate
in various tasks, affecting each other’s actions and behavior. Ignoring this can lead to suboptimal
assessment and hinder collaboration. Unlike existing methods that match individual policies, we
aim to create a generator that considers these interactions. We design a sequential autoregressive
model inspired by MAT (Wen et al., 2022) to generate a joint policy distribution for multiple agents.
The proposed framework’s training pipeline follows classical GAIL (Song et al., 2018; Wang et al.,
2023). For more details, refer to Appendix C.2.

5 EXPERIMENTS

The fundamental insight of MILD2 revolves around a global dependency-enhanced framework
for multi-agent imitation learning inspired by Thm. (3), as well as an encoder-decoder architecture

7
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Table 1: Mean accumulated trajectory rewards with standard deviation across baselines on four benchmarks.

Benchmarks Tasks MAGAIL CQL-MA ICQ-MA TD3-BC OMAR MILD2(Ours.)

SMAC

3m 19.97±1.56 15.20±1.93 12.87±1.56 12.64±1.40 19.82±0.02 20.00±0.00
3s5z 19.92±0.02 10.66±0.93 18.77±0.50 14.40±1.09 19.87±0.11 20.00±0.02

6h vs 8z 16.90±0.12 7.91±0.14 10.13±0.35 8.56±0.18 16.33±0.15 19.78±0.07
MMM2 5.01±0.03 5.01±0.03 11.32±0.87 3.09±0.24 10.99±0.22 20.52±0.09

Football
3 vs 1 4.88±0.04 4.18±0.47 2.85±0.58 1.42±0.33 4.55±0.34 4.89±0.02

counterattack 4.62±0.08 0.36±0.02 2.21±0.44 0.27±0.06 1.14±0.18 4.77±0.16
pass and shoot 3.92±0.39 1.39±0.71 3.11±0.62 1.68±0.09 2.72±0.58 4.83±0.11

Bi-DexHands
CatchOver2Underarm 6.70±0.10 15.65±1.01 3.53±0.17 10.13±1.15 16.85±1.21 24.16±0.62

DoorOpenInward 12.47±23.34 189.74±41.71 -7.20±36.08 217.68±45.01 114.47±34.31 395.98±0.39
DoorCloseOutward 503.32±0.12 839.48±11.29 215.365±0.08 41.84±5.16 818.76±2.43 1016.89±0.13

Multi-agent Mujoco HalfCheetah 6×1 435.46±9.00 2189.50±959.35 3977.20±127.14 4123.60±146.41 4088.93±165.67 4475.95±74.75
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Figure 3: Distribution of rewards given by the discriminator during training. The data is collected on 6h vs 8z
(discrete actions) and DoorOpenInward (continuous actions) environments.

that provides an efficient implementation for modeling and matching the joint reward and policy
distribution. In this section, we evaluate the performance of MILD2 on four benchmarks and
compare them with state-of-the-art methods. Our experiments aim to answer two questions: (1)
Does considering intricate dependencies among agents and modeling joint distributions contribute
to multi-agent imitation learning models’ rapid convergence and superior performance? (2) Does
the discriminator architecture, fortified with global dependency, effectively augment reward and
advantage variance, and alleviate the imbalance of training speed issue?

5.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Benchmark datasets. We evaluated MILD2 using four benchmarks: StarCraftII Multi-Agent
Challenge (SMAC) benchmark (Samvelyan et al., 2019), Google Research Football bench-
mark (Football) (Kurach et al., 2020), Bimanual Dexterous Hands Manipulation benchmark (Bi-
DexHands) (Chen et al., 2022), and Multi-agent MuJoCo benchmark (Ma-Mujoco) (de Witt et al.,
2020). We constructed several multi-agent offline datasets on these benchmarks by collecting 10,000
(for tasks in Bi-DexHands) and 100,000 (for tasks in others) transitions of expert policy from
HAPPO (Kuba et al., 2022).

Baselines. We compare our method against five classical multi-agent offline RL methods, including
MAGAIL (Song et al., 2018), the multi-agent version of CQL (CQL-MA) (Kumar et al., 2020), ICQ-
MA (Yang et al., 2021), TD3-BC (Fujimoto & Gu, 2021), and OMAR (Pan et al., 2022). Following
most baseline methods, each algorithm runs with five seeds, where the performance is evaluated 20
times every 50 episodes. We show experimental details in Appendix (D.1).

5.2 MAIN RESULTS

Tab. (1) shows that MILD2 outperforms MAGAIL (baseline for independent distribution match-
ing) and other advanced multi-agent imitation learning methods across four benchmarks. In discrete
action space benchmarks (SMAC and Football), MILD2 consistently improves accumulated tra-
jectory rewards by 0.15% to 81.27% across various difficulty settings. It also achieves a significant
33.33% to 300% win rate improvement on challenging SMAC tasks involving complex cooperation.
In continuous action space benchmarks (Bi-DexHands and Ma-Mujoco), MILD2 exhibits an 8.54%
to 81.91% performance enhancement. Fig. (8) visually demonstrates that our proposed framework
achieves faster joint distribution matching of multi-agent policies while maintaining stability, even
outperforming expert policies. Introducing global dependencies through the discriminator and gen-
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Figure 4: Statistical frequency histogram of individual rewards given by the discriminator. The data is collected
on 6h vs 8z (6 agents) and DoorOpenInward (2 agents) tasks at environmental step 1,900,000.
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Figure 5: Discriminator loss curve comparison during training on 6h vs 8z and DoorOpenInward environments.

erator, modeling joint reward and policy distribution, enables each agent to receive more plausible
individual rewards and advantages. It leads to discovering higher-rewarding behaviors beyond those
demonstrated in expert demonstrations. Overall, MILD2 significantly improves performance, es-
pecially in complex and challenging environments.

5.3 ABLATION STUDIES

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we conducted some ablation exper-
iments to showcase the enhanced effects of capturing global dependencies among agents in the
distribution matching-based multi-agent imitation learning framework.

Analysis on reward distribution. We compared the reward distributions of MILD2 and a variant
called MILD2-GD, which uses independent individual distribution matching and lacks global de-
pendency modeling. Fig. (3) shows the discriminator’s reward distributions during training for both
algorithms. Fig. (3) and Fig. (4) illustrate that introducing global dependency modeling to MILD2

increases reward variance and raises the median reward. It supports the effectiveness of MILD2 in
addressing the low reward variance issue, as hypothesized in our study.

Analysis on training loss. Moreover, MILD2 effectively counteracted the pattern of discrimi-
nator loss (D-loss), initially decreasing and subsequently reaching a plateau. Fig. (5) presents a
representative dataset depicting the training progression of D-loss. All parameters except the algo-
rithms employed remained consistent between the two training. Significantly, MILD2 successfully
elevated the D-loss, which indicates that incorporating global dependencies through modeling fa-
cilitated a reduction in the problem of gradient vanishing after amplifying reward variance. See
Appendix (D.2) for more ablation and robustness experiments.

6 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this paper addresses the limitations of traditional independent multi-agent imitation
learning frameworks in capturing complex dependencies among multiple agents. We highlight the
importance of sequential modeling interdependencies and cooperative relationships among agents to
enhance reward and advantage variances, and to facilitate model convergence. The paper proposes a
Transformer-based framework for multi-agent imitation learning, leveraging the sequence modeling
capabilities of the Transformer model to approximate the global distribution of reward function and
policy accurately. Experimental results on cooperative benchmarks demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed method, outperforming baseline algorithms in terms of convergence, stability, and
robust adaptability. More other explicit agent dependency structures could explored in future work.
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